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In October 1998, on the occasion of the first conference on design edu-
cation, Richard Buchanan, then Director of The School of Design at Carne-
gie Mellon University, envisioned doctoral education in Design as a
“neoteric enterprise”, aimed at finding novel ways of addressing the new
problems, “thereby creating a new body of learning and knowledge”.
Twenty years after, these words can still be shared: the new problems af-
fecting our globalised, bewildered and worried society are growing in num-
bers and in complexity, and novel ways of sorting them out are more
sought-after than ever.
The present book is part of a series that, since 2017, documents the pro-
duction of the Politecnico di Milano Design Programme, presenting a sum-
mary of the doctoral theses defended each year. Eleven essays are here
gathered into four sections: Design Education; Collaborative Processes; Cul-
tural and Creative Companies; Technology for Social Change. 
In the variety of the researched topics, a common trait can be found in
the continuous need of updated ways of addressing complex problems. It
is such need that drives the evolving boundaries of design research forward,
not just within our Doctoral Programme, but within all the national and in-
ternational Doctoral Programmes in Design we are acquainted with.
Lucia Rampino is an Associate Professor at Politecnico di Milano, Depar-
tment of Design. In her research activity, she explores theories of design and
the nature of design processes, in particular as they pertain to knowledge
creation and product innovation. She has taken part in various research pro-
jects and serves as reviewer for both Design Journals and Conferences. Since
2009, she is on the Design PhD Faculty of Politecnico di Milano.
Ilaria Mariani, PhD in Design, is Contract Professor at the School of Design,
and post-doc Research Fellow at the Department of Design, Politecnico di Mi-
lano. She designs and researches games (physical, digital and hybrid) and
interactive narratives as complex systems for communication, learning and
social innovation, focusing on assessing their impact on users. On such topics,
she has been taking part in national and international research projects, and
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still be shared: the new problems
-
-
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The PhD Book Series and the PhD Festival 
-
turned into a public event where candidates present and discuss their thesis in 
-
tionship with other disciplines.
-








are acquainted with.  
Eleven theses, two categories, four fields of investigation
-
own design questions and objectives. 
, i.e. dissertations with a prevalently theoreti-






at an international level. 
Under the topic , three dissertations are gathered: the 





. Under this topic, the last three dissertations are gathered, all 
well with the design discipline. 
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Perspectives in Design Education
Dialogues on the relationship between Spatial and Service Design, 





Designing Knit Designers. Teaching tools and methods to train profes
-
-
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 Collaborative Processes Enabled by Design 
changing role of disciplines, 
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Design for Cultural and Creative Companies 
, 
-
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-
take part in these projects.
 
FashionTech: Interaction Across Boundaries. Integration practices for 
-
between the disciplines and the actors involved.








The Materials Generation, 
-
-





are central to this task.
-
ducing the eleven essays collected in the present book. 
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We need new steps
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These observations hint at new potential scenarios in which to design the 
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Framing the research





lational entities and vice-versa, services take place
and determine
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ties were analysed as case studies5
during the doctoral activity6
4
progetto -
5 The research activities observed, the educational activities as study cases and the inter-
views supporting the overall research are not included in this contribution.
6
Proceedings of the ServDes.2018 Conference
Unconventional spaces for art and design: enabling 
In 
the neighbourhood. Spatial Design and Urban Activation -
inclusive educational activity. The Design Journal. Design for next. Proceedings of the 12th 
Taylor 
The Design Journal. 
PAD, 










Approach Can Support the Social Innovation in Urban Context Advances in Design for 
Inclusion
How educational processes and social entrepreneurship can support an urban regeneration 
in Milan
ternational Design Week, Sustainable Design Paradigms 
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the way – method – to deal with reality’s issues – design opportunities – as 

























notion of iteration and 
the . This last notion is not opposed 







n. 333, p. 13.
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-
intuitive procedure in architectural education, which was unable to cope with 
-
-
design process, having the relational -
dialogue




et al. et 
al.
-





to an integrated design strategy oriented towards design solutions, where the 
-
-







where a product is a 
 and a service is 
-
11
design Conference Proceedings ServDes, 2009; DeThinking Service; Re
Thinking Design
relationship. Consultation: An International Journal.










 and the 
props
the potential plot -
-
es are also possible mises en scène, depending on the variables and on the 
elaboration: spaces are, in reality, the enablers
-
into how space is occupied by the artwork, the relationship with the observer, 
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Conclusion
there is no unique way to represent the full 
-
tions, while lacking 
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tion, the jobs that once required low educational level or less specialized skills 
-
where there is an urgent need to nurture the internationalized talents.
-
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leading research strategy. The case study approach enables the researcher to 
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Interviews with curriculum developers
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• 
• Secondly, it is essential to consider how to deliver the equivalent or 
-






Fig. 2 – The formulated internationalized fashion design curriculum model.
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The polytechnic module











researcher was able to observe and have honest conversations with students 
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with regards to various practices.
• 
• 
Reflection on the practice





that the boundaries between each stage
-
phases. 
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the phases and the stages
 
Tab. 1 – The development processes of the internationalized curriculum.
Tyler’s Curriculum Development 
Cycle (1949)1
Leask’s Internationalized Curriculum 
Development Process (2015)2
provided that likely to attain these 
-




2 Internationalizing the Curriculum. ledge, p. 27.
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The development phase cycle explained
Prophase
-
tors is indispensable. 
-









ing personalized curricula, which could help integrate students’ disciplinary 
Anaphase
-
Conclusion and recommendations 
There is relatively little research and just as little practice regarding the op-
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Critical perspectives on internationalising the curriculum 
-
Internationalizing the Curriculum. 
-
Jurnal Kemanusiaan, 9, 1-6.
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Designing Knit Designers. Teaching tools and 
methods to train professionals for the knitwear 
industry
Martina Motta










dition and innovation, owning creative and technical skills along with with 
The study works towards this objective, keeping knitwear inside the 
-
-
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proper technical and cultural knowledge, along with the project-oriented 




to understand how knit-
wear is integrated into 
 the sector -
. The  perspective analyses the educational 
. Starting with a 




to train actual designers and not 
gives 
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et al., 
et al. et al.
analysing the topic.
The literature review led to the questions that guided the whole study: 
RQ1: 
ed tools and methods? 
RQ2: 
a unique industrial context?




realities and the industrial territory.
To reach the set objectives the study is structured through qualitative 
Preliminary Research: a Twofold Investigation
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-
allel tracks, to acquire knowledge on the -
-
For the , knitwear as an industry, the inves-
-
process in all its steps, also understanding the tasks and the relations between 
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entire study is based. 







stakeholders and its production steps
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Experimental Phases





 at their dis-
posal. Third, the 
-
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-
Fig. 4 – First outline of the framework organised with all the useful skills to be taught in order 
-
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Fig. 7 – Arrows highlight the impact of each teaching module of Track 1 and 2 on the design 
process in Track 3.
2 -
2 
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• on how to know where to 
intervene on the collaborative teaching approach 
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Outcomes
Complementary Application of the Outcomes  
in an Integrated Teaching Strategy
-
-
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provide teachers – pro-
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• knitwear has been inves-
tigated in depth
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competenze e culture locali per il settore tessile -
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Design as enabling agent.  
Design culture and non-designers  
in the changing role of disciplines
R
Department of Design, Politecnico di Milano
Abstract 
such skill-sets are associated to design: 
all together in this research labeled as 
in developing abilities and skills. 
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New world - new roles
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2 as an antidisciplinary 
-
-
2 MIT Media Lab is an interdisciplinary research lab that encourages the unconven-
-
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The transition 
he world is in a continuous transition, 
 
-













– ten core 
Pull 
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over Push; Compasses over Maps Disobedi
ence over Compliance
Resilience over Strength Learning 
  introduced by et al. , a 
et al. -
-
principles skills and personal qualities are called -
Massive Change
can play a sig-
-
-
Research question, aims & contribution
-






















logical categories: Development; Structural arrangements; Cultural process 
– 
Action research 









applied research. Source: 
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-
topics are selected by relating design with other disciplines in order to gain 



















Listening to Designer’s sto
ries and Discussing on design practices. 
High D-Culture 
Convergent and divergent thinking, enable non-designers in
Ingenious and Challenging. -



























of travel research, 52
. T
Human + Machine
the special issue. Human relations, 46





Think Wrong: How to Conquer the Status Quo 
and Do Work that Matters
Qualitative Methods in Management Research
-
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transform the work of human experts
world. Journal of Futures Studies, 11




Disruption to Jobs and Skills. The Fourth Industrial Rev
knowledge. 
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Designing the empathic experience.  
Suggestions from art practices
Alice Devecchi
Department of Design, Politecnico di Milano 





participatory and collaborative art practices, since they are associated with 
to designers. This cross-disciplinary work channels philosophy and art into 
-
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Introduction
designing an empathic experience. 
To this end, suggestions have been drawn .
-
-
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design processes -
relational and collaborative services
by creative communities dialogic art immer




on dialogic and cooperative skills.
-
-
based on cooperation. 
Empathy in design literature
et al.
et al.
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1. 
position within the design process.






processes based on collaboration. 




Design for Next Proof of con
cept






Empathy as a skill vs empathy as an experience
-
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-
stake in collaborative processes, the study’s endeavour has been to understand 












Suggestions from art practices. 2 examples
On Space Time Foam
-
relations in order to gain control over the space.
-
On Space Time Foam could be read as a 
• 
• 
















language classes, vocational training, legal consultancy, job training and 
Green Light -
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• 
tangible output, and to achieve this goal they are asked to engage in 
Green Light is de facto -
• 
• -
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Tab. 1 – The enablers of the empathic experience.
-





to listen and connect to the other. 
conditio sine qua non. 
goal
Having a concrete objective to achieve together, puts 
with others, and horizontal relations based on trust, 
otherness and 
diversity as valuable assets
boat -
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at discussing the proposed enablers
enablers’ application within design processes. 
the enablers -
-















International Journal of Design, 8
22




Advances in neuroergonomics and cognitive 
engineering.
Assembling a light, assembling communities -
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How culture and the arts can promote intercultural dialogue in the context of the migra
-
Proceedings of Cumulus Conference
. 
Dialogues on design. Notes on Doctoral Research in Design 2018
Design Issues 30
-
Arte che non sembra arte. Arte pubblica, pratiche artistiche nella vita quo
tidiana e progetto urbano
Andreas Roepstorff
Light – An artistic workshop.
Together: The Rituals, Pleasures, and Politics of Cooperation
-
Schutz. 
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Intermediate urban space.  
Design and light art as catalysts for change: 
participation beyond fruition
Isa Helena Tibúrcio
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Introduction
The thesis that originated this chapter is based on a broad and general 




connections that it entails.
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Background knowledge
Challenges in times of neoliberalism
practice, neoliberal strategies applied to well-intentioned and creative urban 
-







 in the emerging 
design practices. 
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the architect and urban planner are usually inserted into a transdisciplinary 
-
ing, projects, and interventions that are very close to everyday realities.1 The 
-
tagonists in the practices and creation processes, where decisions are taken 
which tend to be top-down oriented. 




the process, but also as a creator who can reach thought-provoking results 
which are blurred.
1
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Fig. 2 – IUS: Bovisa Station Parking. Milan. Source: Author’s archive, 2017.
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 is political’ since, while not respon-
3
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-
artwork is built. 
the public, a way to distribute knowledge.
Fig. 3 – Carlo Bernardini. 
Methodology
The main question, objectives, and focus
How can design meet light art 









The methods and tools used in this study
-
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Case studies
The case studies are related to the relationship between light and partici-
Metis Lighting lives 
in via Padova  Border









Tab. 1 – Light Artists Interviewees





of the design process4
This consisted in a co-design activity, involving 43 interior design stu-
dents, three light artists and two architects, in order to propose light inter-
Students have had access to a large repertoire relating to light art, includ-
ing conceptual and technological aspects, as well as contact with three art-
4
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interview with the group: -
.
8  and greenlightworkshop.org.





















the Green Light Workshop
project is developed by the studio, and not by outsiders included in the re-
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Design para um mundo complexo
Assembring a Light, Assembling Communities. -
Cadernos de Arquitetura e Urbanismo, Minas Gerais, 
PUC
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New Left Review, 53
2018.







Arte Contemporanea News. Bimestrale di informazione e critica 
d’arte, anno XI, 41, p. 41.
-
 Livro de 
5th PhD in 
Design Research Meeting 
Arte Contemporanea News. Bimestrale di informazione e 
critica d’arte, anno XI, 42, 60-64.
-
Arte Contemporanea News. Bimestrale di informazione e critica 
d’arte, anno XII, 43, 50-53.
Arte Contemporanea News. Bimestrale di informazione e crit
ica d’arte, anno XII, 44, 36-39.
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Handling the Complexity of Design Support 
Programmes. An interpretative framework 
for barriers and drivers to introducing design 
innovation into Brazilian MSMEs
Mariana Fonseca Braga and Francesco Zurlo






vation, contributing to underpinning strategies in order to harness drivers 
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-
vations that lead organisations and countries to invest in design. The diverse 
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-
ipatory observations and the literature review. The literature review includ-




and drivers’ visualisation and analysis.
Fig. 1 – An interpretative framework for barriers and drivers to design innovation at three levels
-
-
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Fig. 3 – New, mentioned, and not mentioned barriers at each level.











be overlooked, as well as solving issues regarding design concepts and con-
Fig. 5 – Design support programmes’ metamodel.
-






• the actors are design-aware and build on appropriate education and 
skills to lead design innovation.
authors and have a look at this PhD dissertation to explore further details. 
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Design matters for management
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sign policies. Proceedings of the cumulous Shanghai Conference 2010: Young Creators 
-
-
Research Seminar: Creative industries and regional policies: making place 
and giving space www.see-
-
-
Supporting design driven innovation: a review of selected programmes. 
O setor de 
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Overcrowded: designing meaningful products in a world awash with 
ideas
Mapping Design for Innovation in Wales & Scotland. 
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FashionTech: Interaction Across Boundaries.
Integration practices for design-enhanced  
user experiences
Susanna Testa





the integration process between the disciplines and the actors involved.
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-
















behaviour and perception with regards to the product they are designing.








ability are all applied to the electronics and digital technology sectors, the 
-





tigate user needs and desires across the sectors, ascertain which products and 









sign process: the graphic representation tool known as storyboard illustrates 
-
nologies which will eventually be included in the project concept.
The Design Experience
-












aspects on which to concentrate innovation, and to the evaluation stage to 
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Case Study: Technology-Driven Processes. 
Smart Bag Project | Politecnico di Milano 
Goal.
and prototyping procedures within the FashionTech sector, with a special 
-
-
tant product supplied by the brand as starting point. The actors involved were 
in order to turn said backpack into an interactive object that could encourage 
-
relationship between design and new digital production processes, and pro-
The Actors Involved -
-
-
 The project envisaged a learning-by-doing part which was 
-
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with the client brand’s aesthetics. The groups’ various outputs brought to the 
view, conversely, the proposed solution tended not to be very original. Fi-
-
Case Study: Design-Driven Processes. 
Smart Jewellery Project | Politecnico di Milano 
Goal. -
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Case Study: Mixed Processes. 













additions. The project participants continuously shared knowledge and pro-
cesses throughout all the relevant stages, and thus developed a generative 
-
creative process by engaging in constant dialogue with the designer and by 
-
their behavioural interaction with the relevant products. The groups also 
videos and on websites.
A Proposal for a Methodology for Wearable  
Technologies Based on a Scientific Approach  
and on the Creative Process
-
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-
These steps are crucial to set the project on the right course: the procedure 
their needs and issues in order to develop the project originally. The proper 
-
Conclusions
The contribution of this research
A toolkit
-






Fig. 1 – Fashion Wearable Design Method.
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-
designing, especially during their university training, would help young de-
-
-
inventing new shapes, but rather originating new behaviour. 
Critical Points and Suggestions for Future Developments
-
in the sector was especially scant.
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Design for innovative Technologies. 
Da cosa nasce cosa
pub/03.
The Wearable Lab scales up with a 360° fashion tech offer -
-




Teoria dello sviluppo economico
Smartphone sales in the United States from 2005 to 2018
-
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A taxonomy of data visualization projects  
for alternative narratives
María de los Ángeles Briones R.
Department of Design, Politecnico di Milano
Abstract 
-
ing open-source tools and data to provide evidence on social issues that 
-
representations.
is occurring and how its construction process is proceeding. This chapter 
driven alternative narratives.
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Data activism and data driven alternative narratives 
-
-
seeks to share knowledge about technical and ethical practices with data, 
-
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Data visualization for alternative narratives
-
critical approach to data and its visual representation. This study raises the 
-
-
Information designers as data intermediaries
-
-
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the world that represent an alternative to those provided by conventional 
A taxonomy of data visualization projects for alternative 
narratives
use data visualization as evidence in projects which portray alternative nar-





challenging working with data can be due to how data is acquired and 
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-
renegotiation practices with the dominant power.
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The taxonomy of data visualization projects  
for alternative narratives
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 Types of organization clustered by project topics
what does 
data visualization for building alternative narratives work for? The catego-
Investigative and 
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’, ‘Revealing’ Media re
mix Repurposing of existing media platforms
Taxonomy map of data visualization projects  
for alternative narratives
Memory and archives cluster






the real estate bubble in Spain. Screenshots retrieved from www.nacionrotonda.com
2018.
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Screenshots retrieved from http://cadaveresinmobiliarios.org on September 2017.
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www.
molleindustria.org/netparade04 in June 2017.
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chives videos from social platforms. Maps work as an index, putting in context videos, and 
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Fig. 8 – Screenshots from: a) ‘Homicide Monitor’, representations of the planet are the 
central element and are as important as the timelines and dashboard panel. Retrieved from 
https://homicide.igarape.org.br/
from https://cpdp.co in June 2018; c) NoHomophobesDotCom dashboard shows the number 
http://www.
nohomophobes.com in June 2018.
-




Maps of power -
ence and power relations between actors and institutions. Unlike previous 
cases, maps of power usually don’t use up-to-date crowdsourced data. They 
usually through network visualizations. Other inventive ways to represent 
 
phor. Retrieved from http://pmcruz.com/eco








seek to be objective without declaring a position, to reports with a stated 
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in which the collected cases can be divided depending on how clearly each 
visual and interactive resources. 
 
Fig. 10 – Grid of reports according on their position and use of emotion through visual and 
Investigative and research projects
-




laborate in bringing to light issues that are not visible but are all around us. 
global organisations or local counterculture groups, as well as issues that 
-
-
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their research. Retrieved from www.virtualwatchers.de on June 1st, 2018. b) ‘Scandaglio’ ep
Milan. Screenshots retrieved from www.offtopiclab.org/scandaglio/













The visualisations and data allow users to create a space where they can 




city. This project is alive in both the digital and the physical space.
Disclose to tell
that use data visualization in projects which portray alternative narratives. 
-
et al.
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and its visual representations. 
-
-




constructed and displayed. 
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Studying digital images in groups: 
the folder of images
Gabriele Colombo




Image research in the digital
-
visual at-


















































Blurriness: multiple, unstable and mobile images
-
terized as multiple, mobile and unstable. 
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multiple 
unstable, in that it 
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and content is located and collected, the research path ends with a collection 
1 -
display options.















The New Aesthetic Part I: Seeing Like a Machine.
October 1, 2018. 
. A Decade in Internet 
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social research 
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 Communication Research and 
Practice, 2
. 
8th International Conference on Weblogs 
and Social Media, ICWSM 2014
24 Hrs in Photos -
The Photographic Image in Digital Culture
Reblogs or Context is the New Content -
Oxford Dictionaries
Internet Trends Report 2017 -
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How to See the World
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The Materials Generation
Department of Design, Politecnico di Milano 
Abstract
-
needs to be carried out. 




























these areas to encounter. The study underlines the three agendas and topics 
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guiding the process. 
This research question and its sub-questions helped to organize a research 
























Theory building starts with propositions and hypotheses, where relation-
-
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hypothesis suggests:
application. To see the relationship between the proposed research questions, 
the hypotheses and the studies addressing both questions and hypotheses 
The structure of the doctoral dissertation
 
Fig. 3 – Structure of the Ph.D. Dissertation.
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-
work and credits to all designers who participated in the study.
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The second part was devoted to testing the initial categorization work-
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For the test studies, the three chosen strategies are:
Creative toolkits
-
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Research plan
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the proposed study happened during the research plan and provided 
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ADVANCEMENTS
IN DESIGN RESEARCH
11 PhD theses on Design as we do in POLIMI
edited by Lucia Rampino and Ilaria Mariani
In October 1998, on the occasion of the first conference on design edu-
cation, Richard Buchanan, then Director of The School of Design at Carne-
gie Mellon University, envisioned doctoral education in Design as a
“neoteric enterprise”, aimed at finding novel ways of addressing the new
problems, “thereby creating a new body of learning and knowledge”.
Twenty years after, these words can still be shared: the new problems af-
fecting our globalised, bewildered and worried society are growing in num-
bers and in complexity, and novel ways of sorting them out are more
sought-after than ever.
The present book is part of a series that, since 2017, documents the pro-
duction of the Politecnico di Milano Design Programme, presenting a sum-
mary of the doctoral theses defended each year. Eleven essays are here
gathered into four sections: Design Education; Collaborative Processes; Cul-
tural and Creative Companies; Technology for Social Change. 
In the variety of the researched topics, a common trait can be found in
the continuous need of updated ways of addressing complex problems. It
is such need that drives the evolving boundaries of design research forward,
not just within our Doctoral Programme, but within all the national and in-
ternational Doctoral Programmes in Design we are acquainted with.
Lucia Rampino is an Associate Professor at Politecnico di Milano, Depar-
tment of Design. In her research activity, she explores theories of design and
the nature of design processes, in particular as they pertain to knowledge
creation and product innovation. She has taken part in various research pro-
jects and serves as reviewer for both Design Journals and Conferences. Since
2009, she is on the Design PhD Faculty of Politecnico di Milano.
Ilaria Mariani, PhD in Design, is Contract Professor at the School of Design,
and post-doc Research Fellow at the Department of Design, Politecnico di Mi-
lano. She designs and researches games (physical, digital and hybrid) and
interactive narratives as complex systems for communication, learning and
social innovation, focusing on assessing their impact on users. On such topics,
she has been taking part in national and international research projects, and
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